An intermediate step of equivalent offset migration (EOM) produces prestack migration gathers that provide reference traces for residual statics analysis. This method can be used for data where prestack time migration is able to produce reasonable images, even those areas where the hyperbolic normal moveout assumption is violated. In this EOMP method, no normal moveout (NMO) correction is needed; it is velocity insensitive; and the computation cost is less than that of full migration methods. Results demonstrate its applications to synthetic and field data.
Introduction
Most of the algorithms for surface consistent residual statics analysis follow a procedure as 1. Form reference traces using the reflection signal on seismic traces; 2. Estimate traveltime errors on seismic traces by correlating with their corresponding reference traces; 3. Decompose the traveltime errors into surface consistent source and receiver statics.
Different methods may use alternate algorithms for step 1 and/or step 3, while for step 2, most methods use crosscorrelation to estimate the time errors. Earlier methods (such as Taner and et al (1974) ) are called traveltime picking methods because they concentrated on the algorithms of step 3, and their results depend only on the first estimated traveltime errors. Ronen and Claerbout (1985) presented the maximum stack-power method, which updates the reference traces (step 1) and then estimates the traveltime-error (step 2) every time the static estimation is updated (step 3). It can be said that step 1 is at least as important as step 3. Building more reliable reference data is still one of the major objectives of statics analysis algorithms.
An additional problem with conventional statics analysis, is the inter-dependence between static estimations and NMO velocities. This dependence can be avoided, as mentioned by Disher and Naquin, (1970), and Taner and et al, (1974) . The velocity independent approach to the statics analysis can be based on the signal coherency in common offset domain. Chan and Stewart (1996) applied f-x prediction filter in each offset section to create reference traces. This f-x statics method does not involve any velocity information in the entire process.
As a new concept of residual statics analysis, Tjan and et al (1994) and Larner (1998) introduced a method of forming reference traces using prestack depth migration and its inverse process, called de-migration. This method is designed for high complexity structural data where normal moveout assumption is seriously violated. This method is highly sensitive to the velocity for migration and demigration. This velocity dependence suggests an iterative approach for improving both residual statics and migration velocity (Larner, 1998) .
This paper presents a new method of forming static reference data by forward and inverse mappings between source-receiver offset and time migration equivalent offset, Bancroft and Geiger (1994) and Bancroft and et al, (1998) . This method does not require NMO correction and can be totally velocity independent.
Prestack migration and statics
Prestack migration (time or depth) can be decomposed into two processes, i.e. the migration moveout correction (MMO) and the common image point (CIP) stacking. MMO corrected traces at the same output location are coherently related to each other. Energy at the same sample (time or depth) on these traces should come from the same subsurface location. MMO correction enhances the "similarity" of all the traces at each output location.
Comparing MMO with NMO and CIP stacking with CMP stacking, prestack migration can be considered as an extension of NMO plus the CMP stacking process. Some applications conventionally related to NMO and CMP stacking, such as residual statics analysis, can be naturally related to prestack migration. Figure 1 shows a simplified flow chart for forming static-reference data by migration and de-migration.
CMP stacking enhancing the reliability of the traveltime information on NMO corrected traces. Similarly, CIP stacking and its inverse attenuate the randomly distributed traveltime errors on MMO corrected traces. The sensitive dependence to the velocity and the large computation cost restrict the practical application of migration plus demigration methods. Fortunately, prestack time migration by equivalent offset can be used to formulate an algorithm for forming static reference traces. 
Migration equivalent offset mappings
By using the equivalent offset approach of prestack time migration, the flow in Figure 1 can be interpreted by a more detailed process in Figure 2 . Now, a set of model common scatter point (CSP) gathers is also formed in the demigration process along with the static reference data. By replacing the model CSP gathers with the CSP gathers formed in the migration process, the flow chart in Figure 2 can be simplified to that in Figure 3 . This new algorithm forms statics reference traces only by forward and inverse CSP gathering. The CSP gathering process is a mapping from sourcereceiver offset to migration equivalent offset, and it is called forward equivalent offset mapping (EOMP). The reconstruction of the input seismic data from CSP gathers is then a mapping (inverse equivalent offset mapping) from equivalent offset to source-receiver offset. This new approach of forming static reference data is not only more efficient than the ones in Figure 2 and Figure 1 , it also excludes the time direction moveout correction (part of MMO) process. This time direction correction is also the more sensitive part of MMO to the migration velocity. In some areas, the velocity insensitive property of the EOMP method can be extended to be totally velocity-independent by using the asymptotic equivalent offset concept (Li and Bancroft, 1997) .
Application examples
The EOMP method of residual statics analysis was applied to data acquired in the Blackfoot area (Alberta, Canada). The data had been pre-processed (including refraction statics) and is ready for velocity analysis and residual statics analysis.
The shot gather in Figure 4 shows numerous static problems. Its corresponding model shot gather created by EOMP method is also displayed to illustrate how the traveltime errors have been attenuated.
For evaluation purposes, a brute velocity was used to form common shot and common receiver stacks, as shown in Figures 5 and 6 . Figure 5 shows the stacks before statics are estimated, with Figure 6 showing the inclusion of the statics estimated by the EOMP method
Because of the mild lateral velocity variation in this Blackfoot data, conventional static methods can also produce reliable static estimations. However, it is important to note that the EOMP examples of the Blackfoot data, shown here, used no velocity information, and the results were derived with one iteration. The Marmousi data is used to demonstrate the robust features of the EOMP method in structurally complex areas. For comparison, conventional residual static methods were applied to the data, with no artificial statics. Source and receiver statics were incorrectly created, and were as large as the correlation window permitted, indicating that the Marmousi model data may be too complex for these conventional methods.
Artificial static shifts were applied to the shot and receiver locations of the Marmousi data. The source and receiver statics range from -20 ms to 20 ms, allowing a time-shift difference between two traces to be as high as 80ms. One velocity profile was obtained from preliminarily velocity analysis and used to form the CSP gathers. The velocity observed on these CSP gathers was used for both the forward and the inverse equivalent offset mappings. Figure 7 shows a part of the synthetic source and receiver statics and their EOMP estimated statics. No low cut filtering was applied to the estimated statics that is normally applied in conventional analysis. Figure 8 contains portions of three stacked sections of the Marmousi model: (a) the original model data, (b) the data with synthetic statics applied, and (c) the data after applying the EOMP statics. It can be seen that the static estimations are not exact, and some cycle skipping (not shown) does occur at the low fold ends of the line.
Conclusions
The EOMP method was successfully used to form reference data for residual statics. Residual statics were estimated, without velocity information, in areas with mild lateral velocity variations. It can also be used to estimate statics for structural complex data, even in areas where conventional methods fail. 
